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Enhanced Models for Expertise Retrieval Using
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Abstract—Expertise retrieval, whose task is to suggest people
with relevant expertise on the topic of interest, has received in-
creasing interest in recent years. One of the issues is that previous
algorithms mainly consider the documents associated with the
experts while ignoring the community information that is affiliated
with the documents and the experts. Motivated by the observation
that communities could provide valuable insight and distinctive
information, we investigate and develop two community-aware
strategies to enhance expertise retrieval. We first propose a new
smoothing method using the community context for statistical lan-
guage modeling, which is employed to identify the most relevant
documents so as to boost the performance of expertise retrieval
in the document-based model. Furthermore, we propose a query-
sensitive AuthorRank to model the authors’ authorities based on
the community coauthorship networks and develop an adaptive
ranking refinement method to enhance expertise retrieval. Exper-
imental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of
both community-aware strategies. Moreover, the improvements
made in the enhanced models are significant and consistent.

Index Terms—Community-aware strategy, expertise retrieval,
language model, query-sensitive AuthorRank.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE development of information retrieval (IR)
techniques, many research efforts in this field have been

made to address high-level IR and not just traditional document
retrieval, such as entity retrieval [1], [2] and expertise retrieval
[3]. Expertise retrieval has received increasing interest since
the introduction of an expert finding task in the Text Retrieval
Conference (TREC) 2005 [4], [5]. The task of expertise re-
trieval is to identify a set of persons with relevant expertise for
the given query. Traditionally, the expertise of a candidate is
characterized based on the documents that have been associated
with the candidate. One of the state-of-the-art approaches [6],
[7] is the document-based model to estimate the weighted sum
of retrieval scores of all documents related to an expert candi-
date as a measure of candidate’s expertise. However, previous
methods mainly consider the documents associated with the
experts, while ignoring the community information affiliated
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Fig. 1. Example graph with two communities.

with the documents and the experts, such as the community
context information and the community social information.
Therefore, how to utilize the community-based information to
enhance expertise retrieval becomes an interesting and chal-
lenging problem.

Given a set of documents and their authors, it is possible and
often desirable to discover and infer community information,
which contains a number of documents and authors for each
community. Some existing studies have been conducted about
how to discover communities [8], [9], but this is not the focus of
our work: Here, we focus on the problem of enhancing expertise
retrieval with community information and suppose the commu-
nity information already exists. As our approach is to deal with
the expert-finding task in a real-world academic domain, it is
reasonable to assume that the academic communities have been
formed automatically in the form of conferences and journals,
in which the researchers publish their papers and exchange their
ideas with each other.

The community could provide valuable information for its
documents and authors. Let us take Fig. 1 as an example. There
are two communities which include five documents associated
with five authors. The edge between a document and an author
means the document is written by the author. We assume that
each document di can only belong to one community Ck and
each author aj of the document is affiliated with the corre-
sponding community Ck. In this example, d1 and d2 belong to
community C1, and meanwhile, d3, d4, and d5 form community
C2. The authors of the documents a1, a2, and a3 are affiliated
with community C1, and a3, a4, and a5 with community C2, so
a single author may belong to multiple communities. For each
community, there is a pair of distributions: one over documents
[e.g., p(t|Cd) in (10)] and the other over authors [e.g., p(a|Ck)
in (15)]. With such community-based information, the commu-
nity can be represented from two different perspectives to ob-
tain the community context (text information) based on papers
and the community coauthorship network based on authors.

In this paper, we propose two community-aware strategies
to enhance expertise retrieval. The first one is the community-
based smoothing method for statistical language modeling,
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which is employed to identify the most relevant documents
so as to boost the performance of expertise retrieval in the
document-based model. The smoothing method is an impor-
tant characteristic of the language model for computing the
relevance score. In previous approaches [6], [7], the docu-
ment language model is smoothed by the whole collection
language model, which smooths each word equally in all the
documents while ignoring their different community informa-
tion. However, we argue that the community context provides
more valuable and distinctive information for its documents
than the whole collection. For example, as shown in Fig. 1,
suppose C1 denotes a “machine learning” community and C2

denotes an “IR” community. Thus, it is likely to contain a
higher proportion of words related to “machine learning” in
the context of C1 than the whole collection, and meanwhile,
there would be a higher proportion of words related to IR in the
context of C2 than the whole collection. Generally, a document
will somewhat share much more common information with its
community rather than the whole collection, while different
communities can be used to distinguish the documents. This ob-
servation motivates us to conduct the novel smoothing method
using the community context.

The second strategy is developed to boost the document-
based model using the community-sensitive authorities. More
specifically, we propose a query-sensitive AuthorRank to model
the authors’ authorities based on the coauthorship networks and
develop an adaptive ranking refinement method to aggregate the
ranking results. Intuitively, experts usually have high authorities
in some communities, which reflect their general and high-
level expertise in some aspects. In contrast, the document-based
model reflects more specific and detailed aspects for expertise
retrieval, as it measures the contribution of each document
individually. From this point of view, the community-sensitive
authorities should be taken into consideration along with the
document-based model for expertise retrieval, which is referred
to as the enhanced model.

To illustrate our methodology, we apply the proposed meth-
ods to the expert finding task using the Digital Bibliography
and Library Project (DBLP) bibliography data.1 The evaluation
of expert finding performance in such a large data collection
is very challenging due to the scarcity of ground truth that
can be examined publicly. Furthermore, it is unclear how to
define the appropriate metrics to measure the quality of the
retrieved experts given the scale involved and the impracticality
of obtaining expert ratings for all authors. Following traditional
IR practice, we evaluate our methods using expert ratings
from a sample of authors, over a test set of queries. Exper-
imental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness
of our proposed community-aware strategies. Moreover, the
improvements made in the enhanced model are significant and
consistent.

In this paper, our major contributions are as follows: 1) the
investigation of the smoothing method using community con-
text instead of the whole collection to enhance the language
model for the document-based model; 2) the introduction
of the community-sensitive AuthorRank for determining the
query-sensitive authorities for experts, which is better than the
query-independent version according to our experiment; and

1http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/

3) the design of an adaptive ranking refinement strategy to ag-
gregate the ranking results of both document-based model and
community-sensitive AuthorRank, which leads to a significant
improvement over the baseline method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review some related work in Section II. In Section III, we
present the expertise modeling based on the language model. In
Section IV, we describe the enhanced models with community-
aware authorities. In Section V, we define the experimental
setup and report the experimental results. Finally, we present
the conclusions and future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Since the introduction of an expert finding task in TREC
2005 [5], a great deal of work has been done in this area.
Generally, there are two principal approaches for modeling
expertise: candidate-based model and document-based model.
These two models have been proposed and compared by
Balog et al. in [6]. The candidate-based approach was first
proposed by Craswell et al. [10], which is also referred to
as profile-based method or query-independent approach in [6],
[11]–[14]. In these methods, a profile (“virtual document”) was
built for each candidate based on all documents associated with
the candidate, and the ranking scores were estimated according
to the candidate profile in response to a given query. On the
other hand, document-based models [6], [7], [13] are also
referred to as query-dependent method in [14]. They first rank
documents in the corpus for a given query topic and then find
the associated candidates according to the retrieved documents.
In terms of data management, candidate-based methods may
require significantly smaller data in size than the original cor-
pus. However, the contribution of each document in a profile
cannot be measured individually. Meanwhile, the document-
based model allows the application of advanced text modeling
techniques in ranking individual documents, which achieves
better performance than the candidate-based model. We choose
the document-based model (i.e., Model 2 in [6]) as our baseline
and propose several methods to further enhance this model.

Aside from the categories described previously, there are
various methods proposed to extend or enhance expertise re-
trieval in many ways. Macdonald and Ounis presented a voting
model for expert search in [15]. Their algorithm investigated
several data fusion techniques to aggregate document votes
into a ranking of candidates without using community-aware
strategies. In [16], the authors extended the expert search by
identifying some high-quality evidence. Bogers et al. [17]
presented some relevant expert finding techniques that combine
multiple sources of expertise evidence such as academic papers
and social citation network. They only conducted experiments
on a small-scale data collection, which makes their algorithms
difficult to generalize to large-scale data collection. In [18], the
authors proposed a graph-based reranking model and applied it
to expert finding to refine ranking results. Serdyukov et al. [19]
modeled the process of expert finding as multistep relevance
propagation over the expertise graphs. Recently, Jiao et al.
[20] proposed an ExpertRank algorithm for expert finding
from online communities, while they combined the authority
and relevance scores empirically without an adaptive refin-
ing strategy. Compared with previous methods, our proposed
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community-aware strategies are different. In this paper, we
utilize the AuthorRank [21] to measure the authority based on
the coauthorship network [22], but it is query independent. We
develop the query-sensitive AuthorRank as well as the adaptive
ranking refinement strategy for the enhanced model.

More recently, several expert finding approaches used or-
ganization structure to help find experts. In [3], the authors
employed the contextual information of organizational units to
smooth the relevance scores. If an organization unit can be clus-
tered as a community with similar research topics, the perfor-
mance could be improved. Furthermore, Karimzadehgan et al.
[23] leveraged the organizational hierarchy to enhance expert
finding, in which they proposed a hierarchy-based algorithm to
smooth the relevance scores using their neighbors’ scores. They
demonstrated that using the organizational hierarchy to propa-
gate expertise scores can improve the effectiveness of expert
finding algorithms. One deficiency of these algorithms is that it
is quite difficult to obtain the organizational hierarchy in reality.
Another problem is that the people in a same organization,
for example, a computer science department, may be divided
into totally different research groups, like hardware design
community and data mining community. Thus, for a real-world
academic domain, we consider the community instead of the
organization to enhance expert finding.

Since we use community context information to smooth
the language model, our work is related to existing works in
statistical language modeling [24]–[27], which is employed
to discover documents related to a query in the document-
based model [12]. Ponte and Croft [24] were the first to apply
the language modeling techniques in IR. From then on, many
variations on these traditional language models have been de-
veloped to improve the performance of IR, such as relevance-
based language model [28], title-based language model [29],
and cluster-based language model [30]. Typically, a neces-
sary and important step for the language model is to perform
smoothing for the unseen query terms in the document, and
several different smoothing methods have been proposed, such
as Jelinek–Mercer smoothing and Bayesian smoothing using
Dirichlet priors [26], [27]. However, all these smoothing meth-
ods only consider the collection as a whole, while our proposed
smoothing method uses the community context information to
smooth the language model instead of the whole collection.

Most of the previous work has been concentrated on exper-
tise retrieval in enterprise corpora [6] or intranet data set [3].
By contrast, expert finding in academia domain has not been
addressed much in the past. Li et al. [31] built an academic
expertise-oriented search service, and they proposed a rele-
vancy propagation-based algorithm [32] using the coauthorship
network for expert finding. In addition, the expert finding task
in a real-world academic field based on the DBLP bibliography
was explored in [7], [33]. In this paper, we also focus on
expert finding in an academic environment based on DBLP
bibliography data.

III. MODELING EXPERTISE RETRIEVAL

The task of expertise retrieval is to retrieve a list of experts
that have expertise for the given query. In this section, we first
introduce the preliminaries and the baseline model for expertise
retrieval and then describe statistical language modeling along
with the new smoothing method using community context.

Fig. 2. Document-based model for expertise retrieval.

A. Preliminaries

Formally, suppose A = {a1, a2, . . . , aM} is the set of ex-
pert candidates (i.e., authors) to be retrieved. Let D =
{d1, d2, . . . , dN} denote a collection of supporting documents,
where di is a paper authored by one or several candidates. Let
C = {C1, C2, . . . , CK} denote the collection of corresponding
communities, where Ck consists of a set of papers and their as-
sociated authors. As shown in Fig. 1, the relationships between
authors, documents, and communities can be represented by the
tuple 〈ai, dj , Ck〉, signifying that author i has a paper j that is
published in community k. Note that each paper exclusively
belongs to one community, while an author may belong to
multiple communities.

For a given query q, the problem of identifying experts is
formulated using a generative probabilistic model, i.e., what
is the probability of a candidate ai being an expert given the
query topic q? Using Bayes’ theorem, the probability can be
formulated as follows:

p(ai|q) =
p(ai, q)
p(q)

∝ p(ai, q) (1)

where p(ai, q) is the joint probability of a candidate and a query
and p(q) is the probability of the query. The probability p(q)
is a constant, so it can be ignored for ranking purposes. To
derive the probability p(ai|q), it is equivalent to estimate the
joint probability p(ai, q). In the rest of this section, we describe
the detailed models on how to estimate this joint probability.

B. Document-Based Model

A number of methods have been proposed to estimate the
probability p(ai, q). One successful document-based model,
proposed by Deng et al. [7], decomposes the joint probability
into the product over the supporting documents using a gen-
erative probabilistic model. The basic idea is to consider the
expertise of an expert based on the relevance and importance of
the associated documents. As shown in Fig. 2, the supporting
documents D act as a “bridge” to connect the query q with
candidate a. We follow this approach (document-based model)
to estimate the probability as

pd(ai, q) =
∑

dj∈D

p(dj)p(ai, q|dj)

=
∑

dj∈D

p(dj)p(q|dj)p(ai|dj , q) (2)

where p(dj) is the prior probability of a document, p(q|dj)
means the relevance between q and dj , and p(ai|dj , q)
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TABLE I
COMBINATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS

represents the association between the candidates and the doc-
uments for a given query. In this equation, we assume that
candidate a is conditionally independent of the query q given
a document d, i.e., p(ai|dj , q) = p(ai|dj). Then, the aforemen-
tioned probability becomes

pd(ai, q) =
∑

dj∈D

p(dj)p(q|θdj
)p(ai|dj) (3)

where p(q|θdj
) is the relevance score estimated using statistical

language modeling.
Generally, the document prior p(d) is assumed to be uniform,

which leads to the document model proposed by Balog et al.
in [6]. In addition, p(d) can be interpreted as the document
importance in [7], which is estimated based on the citation
count of the document. These different settings of the document
prior p(d) could form two different models, as shown in Table I.
We briefly define these two weight methods as follows:

p(d) ∝
{

1, (B1)
log (10 + Nc(d)) , (B2) (4)

where Nc(d) is the citation count of d and the constant 10
is used to guarantee the weight to be greater than 1. The
probability p(a|d) indicates the association between papers and
authors. One simple way is to define the probability inversely
according to the number of authors. Suppose a document has
multiple authors, each author is assumed to have the same
knowledge about the topics described in the document

p(a|d) =
{

1
Na(d) , a is the author of d
0, otherwise

(5)

where Na(d) is the number of authors for the document.

C. Statistical Language Model

In the document-based model, one of the key challenges
is to compute the relevance between a query and documents.
In recent years, statistical language modeling has been widely
used in the application of IR [24], [26], [27], [29]. To determine
the probability of a query given a document, we infer a doc-
ument language model θd for each document. The relevance
score of document d with respect to query q is then defined
as the conditional probability p(q|θd). Suppose q = t1, . . . , tm

and each word t is generated independently, the relevance score
would be

p(q|θd) =
∏
ti∈q

p(ti|θd) (6)

where p(t|θd) represents the maximum likelihood estimator of
the word in a document d.

With such a model, the retrieval problem is reduced to the
problem of estimating p(ti|θd). In order to assign nonzero
probabilities to unseen words, it is important to incorporate
the smoothing methods in estimating the document language
model. One popular way to smooth the maximum likelihood
estimator is the Jelinek–Mercer smoothing method with the
collection language model

p(t|θd) = (1 − λ)
n(t, d)
|d| + λp(t|G) (7)

where λ is the parameter to control the amount of smoothing,
n(t, d) is the count of word t in document d, |d| is the number
of words in d, and p(t|G) is the collection language model. We
follow Balog et al. [6] in setting λ = 0.5. Accordingly, we can
define the collection-smoothed language model by substituting
(7) into (6) as

p(q|θd) =
∏
ti∈q

(
(1 − λ)

n(ti, d)
|d| + λp(ti|G)

)
(8)

where the collection language model p(t|G) can be estimated
by normalizing the count of words in the entire collection as

p(t|G) =

∑
dj∈G n(t, dj)∑

dj∈G |dj |
. (9)

D. Smoothing Using Community Context

Now, we investigate how to use community information to
enhance the language model described previously. In this sec-
tion, a novel smoothing method is proposed for the document
language model by leveraging the community-aware context to
determine the probability p(q|θd).

Suppose the community information already exists for each
document. For example, a conference or journal, which con-
tains a set of publications, can be treated as a community.
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Fig. 3. Graph representation of the relationships between documents, com-
munities, and the entire collection.

Fig. 3 shows the relationships between the documents, the
communities, and the whole collection. There are three-level
representations for the language model: the variable θd denotes
the low-level document representation, sampled once per doc-
ument; the variable Cd denotes the middle-level community
representation, consisting of a set of documents including d;
finally, the variable G denotes the high-level collection repre-
sentation, consisting of all the documents.

According to the traditional language model, each word is
smoothed by the same collection language model, which would
be treated equally despite of their different community infor-
mation. However, the community provides valuable insight and
distinctive information for its documents because a document
will somewhat share much more common information with its
community rather than with the whole collection. Moreover,
each community may have its own distinctive characteristics,
which are different from other communities. Therefore, it
would be more reasonable to employ the distinctive community
language model, instead of the whole collection-based smooth-
ing, to smooth different document models. The community
language model is defined as

p(t|Cd) =

∑
dj∈Cd

n(t, dj)∑
dj∈Cd

|dj |
(10)

where Cd is the community that dj belongs to. For two
documents that belong to two different communities, we can
define two distinctive community language models, instead of
the same collection language model, to smooth the document
language model. The community-smoothed language model is
obtained by substituting p(t|Cd) for p(t|G) into (8) to obtain

p̂(q|θd) =
∏
ti∈q

(
(1 − λ)

n(ti, d)
|d| + λp(ti|Cd)

)
. (11)

Note here that document d belongs to community Cd.

E. Combination of Different Methods

We have described two language models, i.e., as (8) and (11),
for calculating p(q|θdj

). Moreover, there are two methods in (4)
for computing p(d) as well. By setting p(d) to be uniform as B1
in (4) and substituting (8) for p(q|θd) into (3), we obtain

pd(ai, q)=
∑

dj∈D

{∏
ti∈q

(
(1−λ)

n(ti, d)
|d| +λp(ti|G)

)}
p(ai|dj)

(12)

which is exactly the same as the document model (i.e.,
Model 2 on the “candidate centric” model) developed by
Balog et al. in [6]. When considering each method and sub-
stituting into (3) separately, four different models can be com-

bined, as shown in the upper part of Table I. Notice that Balog’s
Model 2, which is the best performing model in [6], is a
special case of our model (denoted by Balogm2). DM(w) is
a weighted model with document priors derived from citation
count [i.e., B2 in (4)]. In addition, DM(bc) and DM(wc) are
built on top of DM(b) and DM(w) with community-based
smoothing method, respectively. To investigate the effect of
the new developed smoothing method, we choose Balogm2 as
our baseline and compare the performance of other document-
based models in Section V-C1.

IV. ENHANCED MODELS WITH

COMMUNITY-AWARE AUTHORITIES

In the academic domain, researchers in similar fields are most
likely to form a community and to publish relevant articles
in the community. Motivated by the observation that experts
usually have high authority in some communities, we develop
and investigate the query-sensitive authorities with an adaptive
ranking refinement strategy, so as to enhance expertise retrieval
models.

A. Discovering Authorities in a Community

In a community, the authors’ relationships can be described
using a coauthorship network, which has been used extensively
to determine the structure of scientific collaborations [22]. We
consider a weighted directed graph to model the coauthorship
network in which each edge represents a coauthorship relation-
ship. If any two authors have published a paper together, an
edge with a weight is created. Let us take community C1 in
Fig. 1 as an example. Authors a1 and a2 coauthored paper d1,
and a1, a2, and a3 coauthored paper d2. Thus, a1, a2, and a3

would be connected with each other.
To quantify the edge weight, the coauthorship frequency is

proposed in [21], which consists of the sum of all values for all
papers coauthored by ai and aj

fij =
N∑

k=1

δk
i δk

j

nk − 1
(13)

where δk
i = 1 if ai is one of the authors of paper dk; otherwise,

δk
i = 0 and nk is the number of authors in paper dk. This gives

more weight to authors who copublish more papers together.
For the aforementioned example, the graph with the coauthor-
ship frequency is shown in Fig. 4(a). In general, the link weight
wij from ai to aj is defined by normalizing the coauthorship
frequency from ai as

wij =
fij∑n

k=1 fik
. (14)

This normalization ensures that the weights of an author’s
relationships sum to one, as shown in Fig. 4(b) for C1.

For each community, a weighted coauthorship graph can
be easily built. Intuitively, the generated coauthorship weights
express valuable information which should, and can, be taken
into account for discovering the authorities of the authors within
the community. The PageRank algorithm [34] can be applied
to a undirectional coauthorship graph by transforming each
undirectional edge into a set of two directional symmetrical
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Fig. 4. Coauthorship graph with (a) coauthorship frequency and (b) normal-
ized weight.

edges. Indeed, PageRank assumes that when a node a con-
nects to n other nodes, each equally receives a fraction 1/n
of PR(a). However, in reality, the link weights express how
strongly related two nodes, or authors, are in the coauthorship
graph, and these weights can be used to determine the impact
of an individual author in the network. We therefore utilize
AuthorRank [21], a modification of PageRank [34] which con-
siders link weight, to measure the authorities for the authors
within this community. The AuthorRank of an author ai is then
given as follows:

p(ai|Ck) = (1 − α)
1

Na(Ck)
+ α

Na(Ck)∑
j=1

wij · p(aj |Ck) (15)

where Na(Ck) is the number of authors in the community
Ck and p(ai|Ck) is the authority (i.e., AuthorRank) of the
author ai, satisfying

∑
i p(ai|Ck) = 1. The AuthorRank can be

calculated with the same iterative algorithm used by PageRank.

B. Community-Sensitive AuthorRank

The AuthorRank described earlier calculates the authority
for the authors within a community, but it is independent of
any particular query topic. To identify a set of experts for a
given query, we propose a community-sensitive AuthorRank to
generate query-specific authority scores for authors at query
time. We precompute the authority scores offline for each
community, as with ordinary AuthorRank. At query time, these
authority scores are combined based on the communities of
the query to form a composite AuthorRank score for those
associated authors. Given a query q, we compute the probability
for each community Ck the following:

p(Ck|q) =
p(Ck) · p(q|Ck)

p(q)
∝ p(Ck)

∏
ti∈q

p(ti|Ck) (16)

where p(ti|Ck) is easily computed from the community lan-
guage model as (10). The quantity p(Ck) is not as straightfor-
ward. We model it in terms of the number of authors Na(Ck)
and the average citation count per paper Nc(Ck) in the commu-
nity Ck as

p(Ck) ∝ Na(Ck) · log
(
10 + Nc(Ck)

)
. (17)

The number of authors reflects the size of the community,
and the average citation count per paper reflects the quality
of the community. Therefore, the underlying idea is that the
community prior is proportional to the size and quality of the
community.

According to (16), we retrieve the top k communities that
are highly related to the query. Finally, we compute the query-
sensitive authority score for each author as follows:

p(ai|q) =
∑

k

p(Ck|q)p(ai|Ck). (18)

The aforementioned community-sensitive AuthorRank has the
following probabilistic interpretation. Note that (18) can be
reformulated as

p(ai|q) ∝ pc(ai, q) =
∑

k

p(Ck)p(q|Ck)p(ai|Ck). (19)

The authors are ranked according to this composite score
pc(ai, q). Supposing Ck is a “virtual” document, it becomes
the document-based model (3). Thus, the community-sensitive
AuthorRank can be regarded as a high-level document-based
model that captures the high-level and general aspects for a
given query.

C. Ranking Refinement Strategy

Based on the document-based model and the community-
sensitive AuthorRank (i.e., community-based model), we ob-
tain two kinds of ranking results �Rd and �Rc, which reflect the
authors’ expertise from different perspectives. The ranking list
�Rd captures more specific and detailed aspects matching with

the given query, as it measures the contribution of each docu-
ment individually. In contrast, the ranking list �Rc reflects more
general and abstract aspects matching with the given query. In
other words, if the document-based model is good for capturing
the low-level and specific queries, then the community-sensitive
AuthorRank should be good for capturing the high-level and
general queries. Therefore, we consider the ranking refinement
strategy by leveraging the community-sensitive AuthorRank to
boost the document-based model.

In order to measure the similarity and diversity between two
ranking results, we utilize a measurement, similar to the Jaccard
coefficient, which is defined as the size of the intersection div-
ided by the size of the union of these two top k ranking results

J =
| �Rd

⋂ �Rc|
| �Rd

⋃ �Rc|
. (20)

This measurement implies the following meanings: A large
value is reached if the community-sensitive AuthorRank could
retrieve many common authors within the top k results as
identified by the document-based model. In this case, the
community-sensitive AuthorRank may contribute significantly
to refine the document-based model; otherwise, vice versa.
Based on this scheme, we adopt this measurement for an
adaptive ranking refinement as follows. Let Rd(ai) be the rank
of author ai in �Rd. Suppose R̂c is the subset of �Rc consisting of
the intersected authors ( �Rd

⋂ �Rc), and let R̂c(ai) be the rank
of author ai in R̂c. For each author ai in �Rd, we define a refined
score S(ai) based on the following function:

S(ai) =
1

Rd(ai)
+ δ(ai) · J · 1

R̂c(ai)
(21)

where δ(ai) = 1 if ai is one of the intersected authors; other-
wise, δ(ai) = 0. The intuition behind this method is that the
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authors, which are identified in both �Rd and �Rc, should be
boosted ahead based on the ranking results �Rd. The new results
are ranked according to the refined score S(ai). By applying
the ranking refinement strategy to the previous four different
document-based models, we obtain four enhanced models, as
shown in Table I. The performances of these enhanced models
are evaluated and compared in Section V-C2.

D. Overall Algorithm and Other Hybrid Methods

By unifying the document-based model in Section III and the
enhanced model described earlier, we summarize the proposed
algorithm in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, note that we first
perform preprocessing in a collection and precompute the fol-
lowing probabilities: p(dj), p(ai|dj), p(Ck) and p(ai|Ck). At
query time, our approach is performed as shown in Algorithm 1.
The document-based model is approximately performed using
the top k1 relevant documents obtained by top k algorithms
[35], and meanwhile, the community-sensitive AuthorRank is
implemented using the top k2 relevant communities as well.
In Section V-C4, we investigate and discuss the effect of these
two parameters k1 and k2. In this paper, all of the algorithms
used are programmed in C# language. We have implemented
the language modeling approach to obtain the initial relevance
scores with the Lucene.Net2 package. For these experiments,
the system indexes the collection and does tokenization, stop-
ping, and stemming in the usual way.

Algorithm 1 Enhanced Expertise Retrieval Algorithm

Input: Given a query q,
Perform:

1) Retrieve the top k1 most relevant documents based on the
language model with (8) or (11);

2) Aggregate the expertise p(ai, q) using the document-
based model (3) and then obtain the ranking results �Rd;

3) Identify the top k2 most relevant communities according
to (16);

4) Compute the community-sensitive AuthorRank with (18)
and then obtain the ranking results �Rc;

5) Refine with (21) and get the new ranking results.

Output: Return the ranked experts {a1, a2, . . . , ak}.

To investigate the performance of the proposed refinement
strategy, we compare the results using other two heuristic meth-
ods to combine the document-based model and the community-
sensitive AuthorRank. One is a simple hybrid model by
linear combination of the document-based model with the
community-sensitive AuthorRank as

ph(ai, q) = μ1p
′
d(ai, q) + (1 − μ1)p′c(ai, q) (22)

where p′d(ai, q) and p′c(ai, q) are the normalized values of
pd(ai, q) and pc(ai, q), respectively. Another one is a weighted

2http://incubator.apache.org/lucene.net/

Fig. 5. Sample of the DBLP XML records.

version of the reciprocal rank data fusion technique [36], which
can be defined as

S ′(ai) = μ2
1

Rd(ai)
+ (1 − μ2)

1
Rc(ai)

(23)

where Rd(ai) and Rc(ai) are the ranks of author ai in Rd
and Rc, respectively. The new results are ranked according
to the aggregated scores ph(ai, q) and S ′(ai). By substituting
(22) and (23) for (21) in Algorithm 1 individually, we could
validate the aforementioned two hybrid methods and present
the experimental results in Section V-C5.

As mentioned in Section IV-B, we investigate the
community-sensitive (i.e., query-dependent) AuthorRank. In
order to show the effectiveness of query-dependent aspects,
we introduce the query-independent AuthorRank over mul-
tiple communities in the following. The aggregated query-
independent AuthorRank can be regarded as a special case
of query-dependent AuthorRank when we assume the rele-
vance score p(q|Ck) to be uniformly distributed as (19). The
aggregated query-independent AuthorRank is then defined as
follows:

p(ai) ∝
∑

k

p(Ck)p(ai|Ck)

which leads to a static and query-independent ranking list
Rcs. By substituting �Rcs for �Rc in Algorithm 1, we could
evaluate a query-independent version of the enhanced model.
In Section V-C5, our experimental results, as shown in Table X,
confirm that the query-dependent version performs better than
the query-independent version.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of our proposed models with
different settings through an empirical evaluation. In this sec-
tion, we first introduce the experimental setup, including the
data set and evaluation metrics, and then present the experi-
mental results.

A. Data Set

The data set that we study is the DBLP bibliography data,
which contains over 1 100 000 XML records as of March 2009.
Each record represents a paper that is originally published in
conferences, journals, books, etc. One of the XML records is
shown in Fig. 5, and it consists of several elements, such as
“author,” “title,” “journal/conference,” etc. In total, we gather
about 700 000 author names from DBLP XML records, each of
which can be an expert candidate. As the DBLP records contain
limited information to represent the papers, we use a method
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TABLE II
STATISTICS OF THE DBLP COLLECTION

similar to the one described in [7] to extend the information
using Google Scholar3 as a data supplement. For each paper,
we use the title as the query to search in Google Scholar and
select the top ten returned records as the supplemental data for
this paper. The metadata (HTML pages) crawled from Google
Scholar is up to 30 GB. This process is done automatically by
a crawler and a parser, and the citation count of the paper in
Google Scholar is obtained at the same time. In addition, we
collect the community information according to the journals
and conferences, and the total number of valid communities
is 3311. For each community, we regard all the paper titles as
the community context and construct the community coauthor-
ship network for the affiliated authors. In summary, the data
collection for experiments includes 1 152 512 papers, 695 906
authors, and 3311 communities, as shown in Table II.

The evaluation of expert finding performance in such a
large data collection is very challenging due to the scarcity
of ground truth that can be examined publicly. Furthermore,
it is impractical to obtain expert ratings for all authors. In
order to measure the performance of our proposed methods,
a benchmark data set with 20 query topics and expert lists is
manually created, as shown in Table III. The top nine topics and
expert lists in the left table were collected by Zhang et al. [32],
which are available at http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/project/
PSN/dataset.html#new_expert_list. The remaining 11 topics
and relevance judgments for the corresponding expert lists were
created and evaluated by ten researchers and senior graduate
students of CUHK. Specifically, these 11 topics were created
by the ten assessors based on their own research topics (i.e.,
IR, machine learning, and database). For example, three data-
base people generated four query topics related to their own
research, including privacy preservation, skyline, sensor RFID
data management, and stream. Similarly, four machine learning
people created some of their familiar subtopics, such as semisu-
pervised learning, reinforcement learning, and kernel methods.
We tried to cover not only broad queries (e.g., machine learning,
IR) but also specific queries (e.g., language model for IR) to see
whether our methods could handle both of them effectively.

Following general relevance judgments, for each query, a list
of relevant experts is collected through the method of pooled
relevance judgments with human assessment efforts. The top-
ranked/retrieved authors from the computer science bibliog-
raphy search engines (such as CiteSeer,4 Libra,5 Rexa,6 and
ArnetMiner7) and the committees of the top conferences related
to the query topic were taken to construct the pools which
contained around 300 authors. Moreover, since the query topics
were created by the assessors who had conducted research in

3http://scholar.google.com/
4http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
5http://libra.msra.cn/
6http://rexa.info/
7http://www.arnetminer.org/

the related field for several years, they were quite familiar
with the experts in that research field and could make reliable
relevance judgments and even nominate some missing experts.
The assessments were carried out mainly in terms of the number
of top conference/journal papers an expert candidate had pub-
lished, the number of related publications for the given query,
and what distinguished awards he/she had received. There are
four grade scores (3, 2, 1, and 0) which were assigned to
represent top expert, expert, marginal expert, and not expert,
respectively. For example, “W. Bruce Croft,” who published
over 60 papers in the Special Interest Group on Information
Retrieval Conference (i.e., a top conference in the IR area),
was marked as top expert for query “information retrieval.”
Basically, each query and the corresponding expert list are
judged by at least three (to five) assessors, and we intentionally
obtained a small number of experts by marking around 20 top-
ranked experts as top experts (although the number of experts
could be quite large). Finally, the judgment scores (at levels 3
and 2) were averaged to construct the final ground truth with
20–50 experts for each query, as shown in Table III.

B. Evaluation Metrics

For the evaluation of the task, three different metrics are
employed to measure the performance of our proposed models,
including precision at rank n (P@n), mean average precision
(AP) (MAP), bpref [5], [37], [38], and mean reciprocal rank
(MRR). P@n measures the fraction of the top n retrieved results
that are relevant experts for the given query, which is defined as

P@n =
# relevant experts in top n results

n
.

R-precision (R-prec) is defined as the precision at rank R where
R is the number of relevant candidates for the given query. AP
emphasizes returning more relevant documents earlier. For a
single query, AP is defined as the average of the P@n values
for all relevant documents

AP =
∑N

n=1 (P@n ∗ rel(n))
R

where n is the rank, N is the number retrieved, and rel(n) is a
binary function indicating the relevance of a given rank. MAP
is the mean value of the APs computed for all the queries. Aside
from the measurement of precisions, Bpref is a good score
function that evaluates the performance from a different view,
i.e., the number of nonrelevant candidates. It is formulated as

bpref =
1
R

N∑
r=1

(
1 − #n ranked higher than r

R

)

where r is a relevant candidate and n is a member of the first R
candidates judged nonrelevant as retrieved by the system. The
reciprocal rank of a query is the inverse of the rank of the first
relevant result ranki. The MRR is the average of the reciprocal
ranks of results for a samples of queries Q

MRR =
1
|Q|

|Q|∑
i=1

1
ranki

.

In our experiments, we report the results of P@10, P@20,
P@30, R-prec, bpref, MAP, and MRR.
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TABLE III
BENCHMARK DATA SET OF 20 QUERIES

TABLE IV
EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DOCUMENT-BASED METHODS. THE PERCENTAGES OF RELATIVE

IMPROVEMENTS ARE SHOWN IN THE LOWER PART. BEST SCORES ARE IN BOLDFACE

C. Experimental Results

We present the experiments in five parts. First of all, the ex-
periments are performed to compare the document-based mod-
els with different settings. Then, we examine the performance
of the enhanced models after the ranking refinement. Next, we
compare our enhanced models with other baselines. After that,
we discuss the effect of two parameters by the empirical studies
and show some detailed and intermediate results. Finally, we
evaluate and compare two other hybrid methods.

1) Comparison of Document-Based Models: To validate the
effect of the community-based smoothing method, we evaluate
and compare the four document-based methods which are listed
in Table I, including the baseline model DM(b), weighted
model DM(w) with document prior B2, and their community-
smoothed models DM(bc) and DM(wc). The results of these
four methods are shown in Table IV. The first part shows
the absolute precisions of these methods, and the second part
illustrates the percentages of relevant improvements.

According to the first part, it is obvious that the community-
smoothed model DM(wc) which is built on top of weighted
model DM(w) achieves the best performance among the
document-based models in all the metrics, such as 0.4925
for P@20 and 0.4687 for MAP. When looking at the relative
improvements, we can see that community-smoothed model
DM(bc) improves over baseline model DM(b) in all met-
rics, such as 3.96% for P@10 and 4.62% for MAP. Sim-
ilarly, community-smoothed model DM(wc) improves over
weighted model DM(w) in most metrics besides P@10 [it

is harder to be improved as DM(w) has been improved
a lot over DM(b)]. Moreover, according to the t-test of
statistical significance, we found that the improvements of
both DM(bc)/DM(b) and DM(wc)/DM(w) are statisti-
cally significant in MAP and bpref (p < 5%), as shown in
Table IV. This is because the smoothing method using com-
munity context can boost the performance of the language
model so as to improve the document-based model for ex-
pertise retrieval. The comparisons of DM(w)/DM(b) and
DM(wc)/DM(b) show that the weighted model DM(w) and
the community-smoothed model DM(wc) greatly improve the
baseline DM(b), which confirms the importance to consider
the document prior in the document-based model. The t-test re-
sults indicate that the improvements of both DM(w)/DM(b)
and DM(wc)/DM(b) are statistically significant in all metrics
except MRR. The aforementioned experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the community-based smoothing
method.

2) Comparison of Enhanced Models: In this section, we
consider the question whether our proposed enhanced method
can boost the performance by incorporating the document-
based model with the community-sensitive AuthorRank. In
Table V, we present the results of four enhanced models. A
quick scan of the table reveals that enhanced model EDM(wc)
always outperforms other methods for all the metrics. In this
table, we can see, as expected, that our proposed enhanced
models perform better than their corresponding document-
based models.
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TABLE V
EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ENHANCED METHODS WITH COMMUNITY-AWARE AUTHORITIES.

THE PERCENTAGES OF RELATIVE IMPROVEMENTS ARE SHOWN IN THE LOWER PART. BEST SCORES ARE IN BOLDFACE

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF ENHANCED MODEL EDM(wc) WITH THE BASELINE MODELS BY BALOG et al. [6]

As for the MAP metric, we measure a precision of 0.4906
for the enhanced model EDM(wc), which improves the
document-based model DM(wc) by 4.66%. Similar results
are also shown in the comparisons of EDM(b)/DM(b),
EDM(bc)/DM(bc), and EDM(w)/DM(w), and their rel-
ative improvements are 8.56%, 7.74%, and 5.68% for MAP,
respectively. In terms of the comparisons using other metrics,
we observe similar substantial improvements in the enhanced
models as well. Regarding MRR metric, enhanced models have
little effect/impact on the first relevant result. By comparing
the precisions P@10, P@20, and P@30, an interesting obser-
vation is seen, which is that the quantities of improvements
in P@20 and P@30 are more significant than those in P@10.
The t-test results indicate these four relative improvements are
statistically significant in most of the metrics except MRR, as
shown in Table V. All the experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the enhanced models, which could further
boost the performance of document-based models. Moreover,
the improvements made in the enhanced models are consistent
and promising. Therefore, it is very essential and promising to
consider the enhanced models for expertise retrieval.

3) Comparison With Other Baselines: In this section, we
compare our proposed models with other baseline models
proposed by Balog et al. [6], including Model1 and Model2.
To make such comparison fairly, we employ the source codes
“EARS” from http://code.google.com/p/ears/ for Balog’s mod-
els. Since our large-scale data set contains more than 1 million
papers and about 0.7 million authors (i.e., expert candidates),
we revised the original code appropriately so as to fit our
data set. Table VI shows the evaluation results of our en-
hanced model EDM(wc) and Balog’s models, i.e., Model1
and Model2. It is obvious that the document-based model (i.e.,
Balog’s Model2) outperforms the candidate-based model (i.e.,

Balog’s Model1). Clearly, the performance of Balog’s Model1
is very poor. The reason is that some authors who published a
paper that happens to exactly match the query could obtain very
high value in Model1. Moreover, there are lots of such data ex-
isting in our large-scale data set, so that top-ranked authors are
dominated by such kinds of nonexperts, while the rank of real
experts will be lowered in this model. However, Model2 obtains
good results by aggregating the relevant papers for expert can-
didates. Indeed, our baseline model DM(b) is exactly the same
as Balog’s Model2, but with slightly different implementations
and parameters which lead to different results. Regarding the
relative improvements of EDM(wc)/Balog’s Model2, we can
see that our enhanced model EDM(wc) outperforms Balog’s
Model2, and the improvements are statistically significant for
all the metrics except MRR. The aforementioned experimental
results indicate the effectiveness of our proposed enhanced
models.

4) Discussion and Detailed Results: We have shown the ef-
fectiveness and improvement of our proposed document-based
models and enhanced models. The parameters k1 and k2 used
in the previous sections are set to 5000 and 10, respectively.
As mentioned before, we only retrieve the top k1 relevant
documents for the document-based model and identify top k2

relevant communities for the community-sensitive AuthorRank
as well. To investigate the effect of these two parameters, we
designed the following experiments.

To examine the effect of k1, we choose the best document-
based model DM(wc) [i.e., the community-smoothed model
based on weighted model DM(w)] and evaluate it with four
different values (from 1000 to 10 000). The experimental results
for different k1’s are shown in Fig. 6(a). We can see that
the performance becomes better for greater k1’s used in the
document-based model. We believe that the reason is that more
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Fig. 6. Effect of varying the parameters (k1 and k2) in (a) the document-based model DM(wc) and (b) the enhanced model EDM(wc).

TABLE VII
DETAILED RESULTS OF THE COMMUNITY-SENSITIVE AUTHORRANK FOR THE QUERY “MACHINE LEARNING.”

THE FIRST ROW IS THE TOP FIVE COMMUNITIES FOR THE QUERY, AND THE REMAINING PART LISTS

THE TOP-TEN-AUTHORS LISTS RANKED BY THEIR AUTHORITIES IN THE COMMUNITY

documents can better capture the complete expertise. However,
a larger k1 may result in longer processing time. Therefore,
a good tradeoff is to set k1 = 5000. To investigate the effect
of k2, we fix k1 = 5000 and choose to compare the enhanced
model EDM(wc) with several different values from 0 to 50.
Here, k2 = 0 in EDM(wc) represents its document-based
model DM(wc). As shown in Fig. 6(b), when incorporating
the community-sensitive AuthorRank in the enhanced model
(k2 > 0), the performance is improved compared with the
document-based model (k2 = 0). The precisions first increase
and then level off as k2 grows. In general, the enhanced model
EDM(wc) is relatively robust for different k2 and achieves
good results when k2 = 10.

To gain a better insight into the proposed enhanced model,
we choose the query “machine learning” as the case to detail
the combination of the community-sensitive AuthorRank and
the document-based model and to show the intermediate results
as well. We first present the detailed results of the community-
sensitive AuthorRank in Table VII. According to (16), the top
five relevant communities to the query “machine learning” are
identified in the first row of Table VII, which are the “Machine
Leaning journal,” “ICML conference,” “NIPS conference,”
“JMLR journal,” and “ECML conference.” Using AuthorRank,
we could easily obtain their authorities for these communities.
The top-ten-authors lists ranked by their authorities are listed in
Table VII. As we can see, the proposed method can capture the
right communities as well as the authoritative authors, such as

TABLE VIII
TOP-TEN-EXPERTS LISTS RETRIEVED BY THE DOCUMENT-BASED

MODEL DM(wc), THE COMMUNITY-SENSITIVE AUTHORRANK, AND THE

ENHANCED MODEL EDM(wc) FOR THE QUERY “MACHINE LEARNING”

“Andrew W. Moore” in ICML and “Michael I. Jordan” in NIPS.
With the top k identified communities, the community-sensitive
AuthorRank is employed to generate the query-sensitive au-
thorities. In this case, the top-ten-authors list ranked by the
query-sensitive authorities is shown in the second column of
Table VIII. The other two columns in Table VIII report the
top-ten-experts lists retrieved by DM(wc) and EDM(wc),
respectively. We observe that a slight change occurs in the
output of EDM(wc) in contrast to that of DM(wc), which
would boost the persons retrieved by both the document-based
model and the community-sensitive AuthorRank.
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Fig. 7. Effect of the hybrid methods by tuning the parameters (μ1 and μ2) in (a) the hybrid method and (b) the reciprocal rank data fusion method. (a) Hybrid
method (ph(ai, q)). (b) (S′(ai)).

TABLE IX
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DIFFERENT HYBRID METHODS

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF ASPECTS OF QUERY-DEPENDENT AUTHORRANK AND QUERY-INDEPENDENT AUTHORRANK IN ENHANCED MODEL EDM(wc)

5) Comparison of Different Hybrid Methods: In this sec-
tion, we evaluate the other two hybrid methods by tuning μ
from 0 to 1 with increments of 0.1. We restrict the combination
of the best performing document-based model DM(wc) and
the community-sensitive AuthorRank. Fig. 7 shows the effect
of varying the parameters on these methods. When μ = 1,
it is the document-based model DM(wc); when μ = 0, it
is the community-sensitive AuthorRank. From Fig. 7(a), we
notice that the hybrid method (ph(ai, q)) obtains the highest
performance when μ1 = 0.6, which is better than both the
document-based model DM(wc) and the community-sensitive
AuthorRank. However, the reciprocal rank data fusion method
(S ′(ai)), as shown in Fig. 7(b), is always worse than the
document-based model DM(wc). The reason is that the rank-
ing list obtained by the community-sensitive AuthorRank could
provide valuable information as well as inaccurate information,
which makes it hard to improve the performance without distin-
guishing the inaccurate and valuable information in the heuris-
tic weighted version of the reciprocal rank data fusion method.

Our proposed ranking refinement strategy is similar to the
reciprocal rank data fusion method. The difference is that we
compute an adaptive value J to adjust the contribution of the
ranking list obtained by the community-sensitive AuthorRank.
Moreover, we distinguish the ranking list of the community-
sensitive AuthorRank and choose the subset of the results that
also appear in the ranking list of the document-based model as
the valuable information. According to the valuable subset, the

document-based model DM(wc) could be further boosted to
enhanced model EDM(wc) by the proposed ranking refine-
ment strategy. Table IX shows the results of enhanced model
EDM(wc) and the best performing hybrid method with pa-
rameter μ1 = 0.6. Comparing these two methods, EDM(wc)
can successfully achieve the best results of the hybrid method
without the parameter setting, which shows the effect of the
adaptive ranking refinement strategy.

The experiments described previously are executed with
the query-dependent AuthorRank. Now, we conduct experi-
ments to compare the aspects of query-dependent AuthorRank
and query-independent AuthorRank. The evaluation results are
shown in Table X, and the relative improvements of query-
dependent version (Qd) over query-independent version (Qi)
are statistically significant from P@20 to bpref, which confirms
that the query-dependent version of the enhanced model outper-
forms the query-dependent version.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a set of community-
aware strategies for enhancing expertise retrieval, including a
new smoothing method based on community context and a
community-sensitive AuthorRank based on coauthorship net-
works, which are motivated by the observation that the com-
munity provides valuable and distinctive information along
with the documents and the experts. We not only formally
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define and quantify these two strategies but also propose an
adaptive ranking refinement method to incorporate both ranking
results for an effective enhanced model. We apply the proposed
models to the expert finding task on the DBLP bibliography
data. Extensive experiments show that the improvements of our
enhanced models are significant and consistent.

Although this work is a specialization of the expert retrieval
task, it can be extended to other scenarios, e.g., to enter-
prise search where the community context can be modeled
as similar documents by clustering, and the explicit coauthor-
ship networks can be substituted with extracted co-occurrence
networks. In future work, it would be interesting to apply
the proposed methods to other entity retrieval problems with
community information.
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